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(57) ABSTRACT 

Purpose: The invention provides a sales system in a com 
munication network Whereby a mediator in the network 
permits a purchase Wisher to easily get a chance for pur 
chasing his desired commodity for a loWest possible price 
and a sales Wisher to easily get a chance for selling the same 
commodity as much as possible. 

Con?guration: The mediator can receive bids from both of 
a purchase Wisher and a sales Wisher to alWays announce the 
bidding results With no limits in period and receive changes 
in the bidding conditions until transaction conclusion, thus 
changing conditions based on the transaction conclusion 
state to provide loWest possible purchase prices and highest 
possible sales prices. 
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SALES SYSTEM IN COMMUNICATION 
NETWORK 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The invention relates to a sales system in a com 
munication network, for permitting a mediator in the com 
munication netWork to mediate betWeen a purchase Wisher 
and a seller in selling of commodities. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] The Internet and other communication netWorks 
for communication With a personal computer have recently 
been rapidly pervading corporate plants as Well as general 
homes etc., ?nding Wide applications not only as means just 
for receiving and transmitting various kinds of information 
but also in selection, ordering, and sales of various com 
modities. 

[0005] In such a knoWn communication netWork, When a 
desired commodity is to be purchased by a sales system 
therein, the purchase Wisher con?rms the information such 
as performance, price, etc. of the desired commodity on his 
computer screen and then inputs and registers the informa 
tion of his address, name, paying method for paying cost, 
etc., Which information is then transmitted over the com 
munication netWork to the host computer of the seller, in 
response to Which the commodity is delivered to the address 
of the purchase Wisher, While the cost is paid by the 
predetermined method such as credit card paying or transfer 
to-back-account. 

[0006] Also, as for over-the-netWork sales of, for example, 
a personal computer, there is available a so-called auction 
type sales system or a reverse-auction type sales system 
besides a communication sales system With a ?xed sales 
price speci?ed by the seller. That is, by the auction type sales 
system, ?rst a sales Wisher or a mediator sets a loWest 
bidding price of a commodity to then permit, in the netWork, 
purchase Wishers to bid on the commodity With a presented 
purchase Wishing amount not less than the loWest bidding 
price Within a predetermined lapse of period, so that at the 
expiration of the predetermined lapse of period, only the 
highest bidder can Win the purchase right of the commodity. 
By the reverse-auction type sales system, on the other hand, 
not a sales Wisher but a purchase Wisher or a mediator sets 
a highest bidding price of a commodity to then permit, on the 
netWork, sales Wishers to bid on the commodity With a 
presented sales Wishing amount not more than the highest 
bidding price Within a predetermined lapse of period, so that 
at the expiration of the predetermined lapse of period, only 
the loWest bidder can Win the selling right of the commodity. 

[0007] By those systems, in a case Where the commodity 
is a personal computer, for example, typically the number of 
articles to be sold at a time is feW, so that the purchasers may 
have an advantage that they can purchase it for a price a little 
loWer than a over-the-counter sales price or a communica 
tion sales price or the like, While the sales Wishers may have 
an advantage that they can dispose of inferior-quality inven 
tories in a Wider sales market. 

[0008] By the above-mentioned auction type sales system, 
hoWever, since the number of articles to be sold is feW, a 
merit of the sales Wishers is relatively loW. Also, a sales 
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Wisher Who Would like to sell a large number of the same 
commodity collectively can often get a satisfactory total 
pro?t even if the unit price of the commodity is set consid 
erably loWer than a unit cost for a small volume sales, so that 
purchase Wishers may get the commodity at such a sales 
price, to thereby boom the auction as a Whole. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] It is an object of the invention to provide a sales 
system in a communication netWork that solves the above 
mentioned problems in facilitating a purchase Wisher to get 
a chance of purchasing a commodity at his desired loWest 
possible price and also in facilitating a seller to get a chance 
of selling the same commodity as much as possible. 

[0010] To this end, a sales system on a communication 
netWork according to claim 1 of the invention permits a 
mediator in the communication netWork to receives a bid 
from purchase Wishers for purchasing an arbitrary desired 
commodity at an arbitrary desired purchase price and also to 
receive a bid from sales Wishers for selling an arbitrary 
desired commodity at an arbitrary desired sales price While 
posting or presenting their bidding results to both parties, 
Wherein: 

[0011] the conditions of the Wishers Which have bid 
earlier of those transaction Wishers are alWays 
announced, so that if those conditions agreed With 
conditions of later bidding other Wishers, the trans 
action is concluded and the conclusion information is 
alWays announced and, at the same time, changes in 
the sales Wishers’ unconcluded conditions and those 
in the purchase Wishers’ unconcluded conditions are 
received to announce bidding under thus changed 
conditions and the unconcluded bidding in order to 
continuously receive the bidding of the other trans 
action Wishers Who respond to that bidding, thus 
alWays enabling their participation under their 
desired conditions. 

[0012] By this system, the bidding from the transaction 
Wishers under their desired conditions can be alWays 
announced to maintain the bidding until someone Wins a bid 
at a desired sales price, thus providing the transaction 
Wishers With chances of selecting a bid at their desired 
loWest and highest possible prices in purchasing and saling 
respectively. 
[0013] Although this system supposes a time difference in 
the conclusion of the conditions agreed upon at the time of 
the transaction conclusion betWeen an earlier bid and a later 
bid made by the transaction Wishers, it covers also a case of 
simultaneous bidding With no time difference betWeen the 
earlier and later bids to treat it as concluded transaction. It 
also deals With such products as computer softWare pro 
grams and other electric/electronic equipment, foods and 
other consumables, automobiles, pictures, and other durable 
consumer goods as Well as hardWare, real estates, airplane 
tickets and other traf?c tickets, hotel tickets, concert tickets, 
and other service exchange tickets for sale, bank load rates 
and deposit rates, subscription commissions for insurance 
etc., contracted constructions of buildings and civil engi 
neering Works, personnel/occupation mediation, and person 
nel delivery such that required Workers may be delivered in 
response to a delivery destination and Work under their 
management in maintained employment relationships and 
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Wages contracts. With this, as his desired bidding conditions, 
a purchase Wisher registers as a bid three items of informa 
tion of a commodity he Wishes to purchase, information of 
the purchase Wisher himself, and a purchase price the 
purchase Wisher desires to pay for the commodity, While on 
the other hand the sales Wisher registers as a bid three items 
of information of a commodity he Wishes to sell, information 
of the sales Wisher himself, and a sales price he desires to 
sell for the commodity. With this, the purchase or sales 
Wisher bidding under these desired conditions speci?es his 
desired purchase or sale commodity, to register his desired 
purchase or sales price as a bit, respectively. 

[0014] When the product is personnel mediation in par 
ticular, the sales Wisher bids for detailed information such as 
a performance and achievements of registered personnel and 
the desired reWard amount, While on the other hand the 
purchase Wishing employer side, a corporate side in many 
cases, registers a reWard as a bid. If a product is mediation 
of occupations, also, the sales Wisher bids for detailed 
information such as Work-place providing corporate siZe and 
employment conditions and the desired reWard amount, 
While on the other hand, Would-be employees as the sales 
Wishers register their desired reWard amount as a bid against 
those conditions presented. Moreover, if the product is a 
construction contract, a contact ordering sales Wisher reg 
isters as a bid detailed conditions such as construction 
contents and required technologies, detailed information 
such as siZe and performance of a relevant corporate, and a 
contracting amount, While on the other hand, the contract 
receiving corporate registers as a bid against those condi 
tions his desired contracting amount as a purchase Wisher. 
Or conversely, the contract receiving corporate registers as 
a bid detailed information such as their performance and 
technologies and a unit contracting amount as a sales Wisher, 
While on the other hand the contract ordering corporate 
registers as a bid their desired ordering amount to the bit of 
the contract receiving corporate for each order as a purchase 
Wisher. Thus, as to services, typically products, the side for 
providing a service as a sales Wisher registers as a bid 
information of the detailed service contents/service provider 
and a service providing charge, While the side Who Wishes to 
receive the service registers as a bid information of the 
detailed service contents/service receiving side and a price 
for the service as a purchase Wisher. For each of them, the 
payable amount for the Would-be service receiver or the 
receivable amount for the Would-be service provider is 
registered as a bid. 

[0015] Also, in order to input a variety of items at a time 
as a bid, based on a ?rst input item of ID, the type of the 
registered person, i.e. either individual or corporation, is 
fetched from the customers’ data ?le, so that the individual 
may be provided With such an input screen as to easily input 
a single type and single number item thereon While the 
corporation may be provided With such a screen so as to 
easily input a variety of types and a plurality of number of 
items thereon. 

[0016] Also, according to claim 2 of the invention, for 
eXample, the number of product articles may be added as the 
desired conditions of a purchase or sales Wisher to continue 
the bid for an eXtra number of articles other than those 
covered by a concluded transaction so that the sales Wisher 
can Wait for the neXt bid Winner for the eXtra number of 
articles to thereby get a chance for selling the same products 
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as much as possible by one bid. Such bids added for an eXtra 
number for articles can be treated as one bid or, if desired, 
as an independent bid for a speci?ed number or quantity of 
articles to be registered as a group and treated in inputting 
as described in claim 6, so that When a transaction is 
concluded for that registered group, the concluded number 
of articles can be cancelled. 

[0017] Also, as according to claim 3 of the invention, a 
transaction conclusion is posted to both parties Who have 
acquired the transaction right by the above-mentioned con 
clusion of transaction and, at the same time, the above 
mentioned mediator collects as a commission a predeter 
mined percentage of a transaction price from the sales 
Wisher Who has acquired the selling right. Thus, as far as a 
transaction is not concluded, the commission need not be 
paid to thereby give a chance for participation of a larger 
number of bidders, thus facilitating the concluding of better 
transaction conditions. 

[0018] Also, there may be another commission collecting 
method Whereby the mediator collects membership fees 
from purchase and sales Wishers. There may be such a 
membership collecting method that collects membership 
fees at the time of registering, every month, half a year, etc. 
or for each bid or plurality of bids. With this, it is possible 
to prevent mischievous bidding and cancellation of a bid 
after a transaction is concluded. 

[0019] A sales system on a communication netWork 
according to claim 4 of the invention permits a mediator in 
the communication network to receive a bid from a purchase 
Wisher for an arbitrary desired commodity at an arbitrary 
desired purchase price While receiving a bid from a sales 
Wisher for an arbitrary desired commodity at an arbitrary 
desired sales price at the same time as posting or presenting 
the results of their bids to both parties, Wherein: 

[0020] the bidding conditions of the above-men 
tioned sales Wisher or those of the above-mentioned 
purchase Wisher are uni?ed in terms of an arbitrary 
condition so that one or more desired purchase prices 
or one or more desired sales prices can be bid 

simultaneously. 

[0021] By this system, if a commodity is, for eXample, a 
computer, and it is neW, it can be bid as far as it is guaranteed 
by its manufacturer even Without a guarantee by its sales 
store, and the purchase Wisher often asks for only the 
purchase price as his selecting condition, so that by permit 
ting all of the purchase Wishers to bid for it under this uni?ed 
condition of a total cost of a delivery fee, a consumption taX, 
etc., a delivery time limit, and other conditions, a larger 
number of bid Wishers can participate in auction, to gener 
ally permit the sales Wisher to collect more unspeci?ed 
purchase Wishers and sell them a plurality of commodities, 
to thereby have higher pro?ts than a case Where he Would 
sell one commodity, thus reducing the sales prices than 
otherWise. The purchase Wishers, on the other hand, not only 
can get a chance of more inexpensive purchase but also can 
set a higher desired purchase price for a commodity of a 
scarcity value to purchase it preferentially, thus permitting 
the seller to easily get higher pro?ts than a usual sales. 

[0022] In particular, if a bid Wisher assumed to have his 
oWn credit or priority in celebrity among sales Wishers is 
listed among a large number of other bid Wishers, purchase 
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Wishers can take into account a sales store’s credit, guaran 
tee, and location to bid for even such a commodity or service 
that he does not consider to be of almost the same value even 
at the same sales price if he found a listed sales Wisher Who 
he can give credit, to thereby collect more sales or purchase 
Wishers, thus booming the price competition. 

[0023] If, on the other hand, such information as opera 
tional credit, guarantee, and location of a sales store is 
added, even apparently almost the same quality commodity 
or service is not considered to be so by purchase Wishers 
When their desires differ. Therefore, if desired sales stores 
are different, even the same commodity may be said to be 
sold as a seller inherent commodity, so that, as claimed in the 
above-mentioned claim 4, even if the total costs including a 
delivery fee and consumption tax and a delivery time limit 
or the like are uni?ed for all of the sales Wishers, the relevant 
product cannot be considered to be the same commodity 
When the sales Wishers desire differently, so that a price 
competition hardly occur among the sellers. If, in particular, 
there is a plurality of sales Wishes for only one purchase 
Wish or there is a plurality of purchase Wishes for only one 
sales Wish, no competition occurs, so that one Who has that 
only one purchase or sales Wish occupies the auction, thus 
making it dif?cult to establish a fair transaction price. 

[0024] To guard against this, claim 5 features the sales 
system in the communication netWork according to claim 1, 
in Which a mediator in the communication netWork receives 
a bid from a purchase Wisher for an arbitrary desired 
commodity at an arbitrary desired purchase price While he 
receives a bid from a sales Wisher for an arbitrary desired 
commodity at an arbitrary desired sales price at the same 
time as posting or presenting their bidding results to both 
parties, over different netWorks or the same netWork system 
may be such that can be used by different netWork sponsors 
to transmit the canceling instruction over the netWorks. 

[0025] Claim 6 of the invention features the sales system 
according to claim 4, in Which a plurality of purchase 
Wishing or sales Wishing bids is registered in a group 
beforehand so that When any one of the bids is concluded in 
transaction the remaining bids are cancelled, to suppose a 
commodity to be a stock or any other securities brand and a 
bid to be an order, in order to specialiZe in the ordering of 
securities dealing such as stock transaction, thus preventing 
sudden rise or fall of stocks. That is, by the communication 
sales system concerning securities dealing in the communi 
cation netWork according to claim 6, a mediator in the 
communication netWork receives a bid from a purchase 
Wisher for an arbitrary desired commodity at an arbitrary 
desired purchase price While he receives a bid from a sales 
Wisher for an arbitrary desired commodity at an arbitrary 
desired sales price at the same time as posting or presenting 
the bidding results of both parties to them, Wherein: 

[0026] a plurality of purchase Wishing orders or sales 
Wishing orders is correlated to the purchase Wisher or 
sales Wisher respectively and registered, so that 
When an arbitrary number of orders of the plurality 
of bids are concluded in transaction, the other orders 
resistered than those of the concluded transaction are 
cancelled. 

[0027] Conventionally, if one country encounters a sudden 
rise or fall in her stock market, it may often pervade the 
World stock markets and be expected to cause a turmoil in 
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the World economy in ever increasing scales With increasing 
linkage of various countries’ stock markets caused by 
advanced communication technologies. Speci?cally, once a 
sudden rise or fall develops in securities dealing, a balance 
is destroyed betWeen the number of purchase Wishing orders 
and that of sales Wishing orders, so that no transaction is 
concluded to cause the anxious order placers to panic, thus 
further Worsening the sudden rise or fall. 

[0028] To guard against this, by the sales system according 
to claim 6, if, for example, a purchase Wisher Who Would like 
to purchase stocks of only one brand has registered in 
correlation an order for 1000 stocks for ¥950 of a brand 
company A at a current price of ¥1000 and an order for 1000 
stocks for ¥900 of a brand company B at a current price of 
¥950, one of these tWo orders Whichever loWered in current 
price during a sudden fall is ?rst concluded in transaction 
and so its transaction result is presented to the other order 
placers to thereby sooth them in order to increase relatively 
the number of the purchase Wishing orders of brand Which 
is one-sidedly loWered in price by conventional stock trans 
action system, thus supporting the market in purchase as a 
Whole. 

[0029] Also, generally, in contract to a purchase Wishing 
order Which can be placed more than one at a time, When an 
actual stock certi?cate is sold in a transaction other than a 
conventional short sales, a sales Wishing order can be placed 
only for 1000 stocks for each 1000 stock certi?cates, so that 
the purchase Wishing orders become numerous relatively, 
thus tending to support the price even With concentrated 
sales orders on one brand. Further, such a system that 
enables transmission of canceling instructions to a bond 
market, commodity market, futures market, or neW specu 
lative market causes the funds to be biased to the falling 
markets, thus preventing them from further falling. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0030] FIG. is an illustration for explaining a former half 
of a sales system in a communication netWork related to an 
embodiment of the invention; 

[0031] FIG. 2 is an illustration for explaining a latter half 
of the sales system in the communication netWork related to 
the invention; 

[0032] FIG. 3 is an illustration for explaining another 
embodiment of the invention; 

[0033] FIG. 4 is a display screen for group registration; 

[0034] FIG. 5 is another display screen for group regis 
tration; 

[0035] FIG. 6 is further another display screen for group 
registration; 

[0036] FIG. 7 is a display screen for shoWing a state 
Where a transaction is concluded partially or in a small 
number of articles in group registration; 

[0037] FIG. 8 is a display screen Where another screen for 
transaction conclusion for group registration is formed; 

[0038] FIG. 9 is a display screen shoWing a planar layout 
etc. of concert hall seats; 

[0039] FIG. 10 is a display screen shoWing a room layout 
for each ?oor in a hotel; 
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[0040] FIG. 11 is a display screen of a list for group 
registration of responses to bids for concert hall seats; 

[0041] FIG. 12 is a display screen shoWing a list of bids 
on the providing side of lodging facilities such as a hotel; 

[0042] FIG. 13 is a display screen shoWing group regis 
tration of sales Wishing bids for a lodging facility; 

[0043] FIG. 14 is a display screen shoWing a list of 
bidding states of airplane tickets; and 

[0044] FIG. 15 is a display screen of group registration of 
sales Wishing bids for airplane tickets. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0045] The folloWing Will describe embodiments of the 
invention With reference to the draWings. A mediator I 
having a server in a communication netWork such as the 
Internet forms beforehand a market bulletin board for pre 
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column as the initial state, Which is appropriately modi?ed 
to thereby simplify the inputting jobs. 

[0049] The bidding condition thus neWly input or modi 
?ed is presented to the mediator I via the Internet (step S3) 
to be saved at the server and, at the same time, con?rmed on 
the input screen again (step S4). Then, it is decided Whether 
a desired announcement period is expired (step S41) and 
Whether it is modi?ed (step S42), so that any bid beyond the 
desired announcement period (step S44) or any bid modi?ed 
(step S43) is cancelled (step S45). 
[0050] The mediator roughly divides the bid-responding 
conditions into commodity-related, purchase-related, and 
sales-related conditions and gives them priorities in an 
descending amount order to the purchase desired conditions, 
in an ascending amount order to the sales desired conditions, 
and a time-lapsing order of the bid-responding time for the 
same amounts so as to provide a transaction conclusion 

order and then present via the Internet a list thereof to the 
users other than the mediator I (step S5). 

TABLE 1 

Commodity Maker Current Difference from Windows PC/Notebook price list Purchase Sales 
No. Product No price previous day Transaction quantity desired price Quantity desired price Quantity 

s-1 ony vio/400 ‘£190,000 ‘£—1,000 35 ‘£190,000 20 ‘£191,000 18 
s-2 ony vio/300 ‘£250,000 ‘£0 27 ‘£250,000 17 ‘£251,000 30 
s-3 ony vio/450 ‘£270,000 ‘£1,000 33 ‘£270,000 19 ‘£271,000 17 

senting sales information about a variety of commodities, to 
provide the bulletin board over the Internet to purchase and 
sales Wishers and readers having a terminal. 

[0046] Next, a number of purchase Wishers A, B, and C 
and a number of sales Wishers X, Y, and Z registers their 
membership beforehand to the mediator I via a personal 
computer etc. connected to the Internet, to thereby respond 
from time to time to a bid With their desired purchase and 
sales prices and the number of articles to be dealt With for 
a desired commodity. 

[0047] FIG. 1 shoWs a former half of a procedure for 
implementing the sale system and FIG. 2, a latter half of it. 
When a purchase or sales Wishing bidder Who has registered 
his membership and has his ID inputs the ID (step S1), it is 
collated With the member data to display an input screen for 
commodity information for each of an individual and a 
corporation (steps, S2-1, S2-2, and S2-3). The individual 
member inputs a feW kinds of commodities in a small 
number of articles, Whereas the corporation member inputs 
a large number of commodity kinds and articles, so that they 
cannot ef?ciently be dealt With in a form of an individual. To 
guard against this, to input a large number of commodity 
kinds and a plurality of articles on one screen, it has a 
number of commodity columns and is capable of inputting 
the number of articles in three to four digits. 

[0048] If the member database has therein the bidding 
conditions Which have already been input in the registered 
ID but not concluded in transaction, its list is displayed to 
select modi?cation or neW entry of the contents thereof. If 
the neW entry option is selected, each column on the input 
screen has a blank output in it and if the modi?cation option 
is selected, selected one bidding condition is output to each 

[0051] To read an individual detailed bidding state in the 
list of all the purchase and sales desired conditions, its 
commodity number can be speci?ed. 

TABLE 2 

Windows PC/Notebook price list 
Commodity Nos-1 

Difference 
Product High LoW Current Transaction from 
No price Price price quantity previous day 

vie/450 ‘£271,000 ‘£270,000 ‘£270,000 33 ‘£1,000 

Purchase desired price Quantity Sales desired price Quantity 

‘£270,000 19 ‘£271,000 17 
‘£269,000 15 ‘£272,000 20 
‘£268,000 20 ‘£273,000 25 

[0052] The bidding conditions for incorporeal things such 
as real estate dealing or mediation of personnel or occupa 
tion are listed beloW. 

TABLE 3 

Sales desired 
price 
Previously 
negotiated 
price 
Purchase 
desired price 
Purchases 
desired price 

Photo Address 
Wideness Location 
Conditions 

3530,000,000 

3530,000,000 

3529,000,000 

‘£28,500,000 


















